*Part-Time Software Developer Opportunity*
Funded by UoW ESDF Project
“A Dynamic Learning Platform for Security Education”
Team Coordinator: Associate Professor Yi Mu
Team member: A/Prof. Willy Susilo, Dr. Luke McAven, Dr. Tianbing Xia, and Prof. Jennifer Seberry.

University of Wollongong funded research project is now offering the following position: Part Time Software Developer.

Applicants must have good knowledge in cryptography and security and are good at .Net C++ programming or network simulators.

The successful applicant will join the project as the principle programmer working with the team from SCSSE to develop a dynamic learning platform for supporting security education. The project is expected to complete at the end of 2008.

Salary: $8,000 (approx. $22.59/hour)

Further information regarding the project can be obtained by contacting the Associate Professor Yi Mu (02) 4221 5228 or email: ymu@uow.edu.au

Application should be submitted to Kathy Lyon (lyon@uow.edu.au) in the School of Computer Science and Software Engineering. The application should include the applicant’s experience and academic record.

Application closes: Friday, 30 May 2008.